Every day we perform learnt sequences of actions that seem to happen almost without awareness. It has been argued that for learning such sequences parallel learning networks exist -one using spatial coordinates and one using motor coordinates -with sequence acquisition involving a progressive shift from the former to the latter as a sequence is rehearsed. When sequences are interrupted by an out-of-sequence target, there is a delay in the response to the target, and so here we transiently interrupt oculomotor sequences to probe the influence of oculomotor rehearsal and spatial coordinates in sequence acquisition. For our main experiments, we used a repeating sequences of eight targets in length that was first learnt either using saccadic eye movements (left/right), manual responses (left/right or up/down) or as a sequence of colour (blue/red) requiring no motor response. The sequence was immediately repeated for saccadic eye movements, during which the influence of on out-of-sequence target (an interruption) was assessed. When a sequence is learnt beforehand in an abstract way (for example, as a sequence of colours or of orthogonally mapped manual responses), interruptions are immediately disruptive to latency, suggesting neither motor rehearsal nor specific spatial coordinates are essential for encoding sequences of actions and that sequences -no matter how they are encoded -can be rapidly translated into oculomotor coordinates. The magnitude of a disruption does, however, correspond to how well a sequence is learnt: introducing an interruption to an extended sequence before it was reliably learnt reduces the magnitude of the latency disruption.
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Introduction
Many events in daily life consist of automated -and essentially deterministic -sequences (Land, Mennie, & Rusted, 1999; Schneider, Dumais, & Shiffrin, 1984) . For example, the regular work-day routine of rising, showering, eating breakfast and driving to work are all actions that proceed in a prescriptive sequence. It has been proposed that such habitual sequences are generated by relatively automatic parts of the motor system (Hikosaka et al., 1999) . Such automisation frees cognitive processes for other, non-habitual tasks.
Some researchers have suggested that sequences of actions are learnt in spatial coordinates. With such learning, participants are able to transition between different modes of response to a sequence without loss of response speed and accuracy as long as the response locations are kept the same (Willingham, Wells, Farrell, & Stemwedel, 2000) . However, other researchers have found conflicting results -that disrupting the spatial mapping of a sequence does not matter as long as the motor response itself is kept constant (Richard, Clegg, & Seger, 2009) . How can we resolve the contrasting evidence that in some studies spatial representations appear to be the dominant sequence encoding form, while in others sequences seem coded in motor response representations? One solution might be to consider sequence learning within the dual-pathway framework for sequence learning proposed by Hikosaka et al. (1999) . The authors propose that there are two mechanisms for learning sequences -one spatial and one motor. Early in sequence learning, spatial mechanisms are dominant. As a sequence becomes automatic, motor mechanisms become increasingly important, with areas implicated in motor function becoming increasingly recruited as a sequence is learnt (Hikosaka & Isoda, 2008; Rand et al., 2000; Sakai et al., 1998 
